The tools of stochastic geometry are applied to the transition from hexagonal to square cells recently observed in surface-tension-driven Bénard convection.
To analyse such fascinating phenomena one can resort to elaborated mathematical methods, henceforth abbreviated by SGPN (stochastic geometry of polygonal networks), which are a part of the stochastic geometry. From the historical point of view, the first polygonal structures which have been investigated by means of SGPN were biological tissues [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Later on clusters of metal grains, systems of soap bubbles and the strong similarity between their structure and evolution has become a subject of growing interest [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . For a detailed review of stochastic networks in different physical systems we refer to [15] .
While the application of these tools on such prominent examples like soap froth or crystallographic systems with grain boundaries has been proved as fruitful, we are aware of only one attempt to analyse polygonal convective patterns by this approach [16] . By means of surface-tension-driven Bénard convection (STDBC) we will demonstrate that these fairly simple mathematical methods are particularly suited to enlighten geometrical aspects of the cellular evolution.
Studies on pattern formation in hydrodynamics are still mainly focused to Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC). In the last decade, however, the surface-tension-driven Bénard convection has received considerable attention. Since the first experiments of Bénard [17] this type of convection has been identified with the hexagonal planform. While important features of the weakly nonlinear regime like onset of convection [18, 19] , wavenumber selection [20, 21] and evolution of disorder [22] are meanwhile well understood, the behavior in the strongly nonlinear regime of STDBC has received only recently a comprehensive analysis. In [23] [24] [25] was shown that beyond a certain distance from the threshold of the primary instability, square convection cells rather than the seemingly ubiquitous hexagons are the persistent dominant feature of Bénard convection.
In the present paper we re-examine the transition from hexagonal to square Bénard cells by means of SGPN. This work is motivated by the fact that in none of the foregoing studies the change of the metrical and topological properties of Bénard cells in dependence of the control parameter has been elucidated. Most of the previous studies on the planform evolution in STDBC either based on measuring the wavenumber or on quantifying disorder. Since the hexagon-square-transition carries properties of an order-disorder transition the three approaches proposed shall briefly be reviewed under the light of their applicability to this transition.
The first approach [26, 27, 22] introduces different measures of disorder like radial and orientational correlation functions and special disorder functions. This concept is able to account for displacements and distortions of cells caused by the presence of defects in a hexagonal pattern. The disorder is always measured with respect to an ideal hexagonal pattern.
Therefore, an adequate description of the transition between convective states of different symmetry occuring at higher supercriticality is beyond its capability.
The second method calculates the Minimal Spanning Tree of the set of points that is formed by the centers of mass of the convection cells. It is the shortest possible graph that connects all the points. The branch length histogram is unique and characteristic for the arrangement of the cell centers. The information that is used to characterize the evolution of convection networks is very restricted and does not elucidate the topological structure of the network. The third approach describes convection cells by means of the crystallography in cylindrical symmetry [28, 29] . The main assumptions are weak disorder and the occurence of vertices which coordination number is solely three. Therefore this approach can describe only single defects in a hexagonal lattice. It cannot handle patterns characterized by vertices with coordination number four like it is the case for square cells.
We have seen that the three approaches are applicable to the weakly nonlinear evolution of the hexagonal pattern. To describe, however, the transition between patterns of different symmetry the existing tools are not sufficient. This gap can be bridged by the SGPN approach.
This method gives further the possibility to set the polygonal pattern in hydrodynamics into comparison with other networks occuring in nature. The majority of such patterns like soap froth, biological cells, honeycomb etc. are generally characterized by a vertex coordination number equal to three. The recent application of the SGPN on the evolution of the Bénard pattern for constant control parameter showed its strong similarity with other natural network structures [16] .
In opposition to these pattern the square Bénard cells analyzed in this work introduce vertices with a coordination number four. Thus, STDBC offers the possibility to check whether the relations conveniently used to quantify the topology in networks with coordination number three retain their validity in the present case.
The paper is organized as follows. In section (II A) we give a short introduction into the mathematics of stochastic two-dimensional networks. Next we briefly discuss some basic aspects of STDBC including the recently observed hexagon-square transition. In section (III) we apply the tools introduced to study the metrical and topological changes of Bénard cells occuring on their way from the hexagonal towards the square planform. We further deal with topological correlations between neighbouring Bénard cells and discuss differences in this respect between the Bénard patterns and other naturally occuring networks (section (III C)). We distinguish positive and negative correlation of neighbouring cells. The influence of finite size effects onto the statistics performed in the paper is estimated in section (III D).
The results are summarized in section (IV).
II. METHODS

A. Mathematical tools for two-dimensional patterns
A cellular pattern is a formation of n-sided polygons leading to a dense space-filling. The number of sides n of the polygons can vary from one cell to another one. To analyse such cellular patterns one can resort to the well established mathematical methods of stochastic geometry [30] [31] [32] . These methods are based on the introduction of statistical distributions of the network-variables. Between the mean-values of these distributions and intensive quantities of the network a number of general relations exist as detailed below. The quantities used for the calculation of the statistical distributions can be divided into metrical and topological ones and are listed in table I. To distinguish them one can imagine a cellular pattern artificially deformed by applying a force at one side. One finds that the metrics of the pattern is changed while the values of the topological quantities remain the same.
Further we use the following intensive quantities listed in table II, where N v ,N k and N c are the absolute numbers of vertices, cell edges and cells respectively and A is the absolute area filled by the network. The most important parameters of the distributions calculated from the quantities contained in table I are the mean-value
and the second moment
The mean-values and the intensive quantities we call first order characteristics of the network. Normalized second moments that are used for the metrical properties are divided by the square of the mean-value f 2 .
The distributions of the quantities in table I and the densities in table II are clearly not independent from each other but only few relations between them are known today. Rigorous mathematically proved relations for the mean-values and the densities exist in the limit of infinite networks only. The most important ones are (for details and proof see [32] and references therein):
which relate average edge number and density of edges to average cell area (i.e. density of cells) (Eq. (1)) and density of vertices to density of edges and average vertex coordination (Eq. (2)). Together with Eulers relation
they lead to
This equation relates average edge number n of cells and average coordination number of vertices ν . n is exactly six for networks with exclusively threefold vertices and less than six for networks that contain as well vertices with a coordination of four or more.
Between average cell perimeter π and average edge length l we have the relation:
Eqs. (1)- (5) allow to reduce the set of densities and mean-values to a triple which contains all first order information. The triple contains always one of the densities, one mean-value of a topological variable ( n or ν ) and a metrical variable characterizing the boundary of the cells ( l or π ).
A complete characterization of the structure requires beside the first order parameters also higher moments of the distributions. About relations between the latter, however, one has to note a lack of information. We use the second moment of the edge number distribution µ n 2 , in the following short µ 2 . It often serves as a valuable measure of disorder of the network [15] .
Additionally to the particular distributions of the metrical and topological quantities correlations between them can be considered. A prominent candidate is the Aboav-Weaire law which represents the purely topological correlation between the edge numbers of neighbouring cells.
The relation was introduced for infinite networks with vertex coordination three only ( n = 6). Later it was extended towards n = 6 to account for finite size effects [33] [34] [35] : In general form this law states the linear relation between m(n)n and n:
m(n) stands for the average edge number of all neighbouring cells of a cell with edge number n averaged over all cells of this type. µ 2 is the second moment of the edge number distribution.
a W is an empirically determined parameter that quantifies the deviation of the slope from the average edge number.
Eq. (6) is confirmed for physical disordered pattern like biological cells or soap froth. In these cases a W is in the rule about 1.2. a W is calculated from the data with a weighted least-squares fit. The weights are chosen to be the probabilities p n to find a cell with edge number n. a W is then given by [33, 34] :
Eq. (6) forms as well the natural extension of the Aboav-Weaire law towards networks with non-threefold vertices.
Phenomenologically the Aboav-Weaire law says for n − a W ≈ 5 that on the average one finds cells with few edges beside cells with many edges and vice versa. An overview regarding the development of this law can be found in [36] .
The dependencies of the average cell area and the average cell perimeter respectively on the edge number n have received special attention. Linear relations are observed for the cases of biological cells (average area -edge number: Lewis' law) and metallurgical grain boundary patterns (average perimeter -edge number: Feltham's law). They are discussed controversely for soap froth [15, 14] . For Bénard cells they are as shown below not valid during all stages of their evolution (chap. (III B 2) ). For a review and further discussion of the linear dependencies see [36, 14] .
The simplest prototype of STDBC studied in the experiment consists of a liquid layer heated from below by a horizontal plate of uniform temperature (cf. figure 1 ). The free surface of the liquid is in contact with air, cooled by the upper isothermal plate. The quiescent basic state of the liquid-air system loses its stability once the temperature difference ∆T between the lower plate and interface exceeds a critical value ∆T c . Convection in hexagonal cells sets in. Let us briefly recall the basic physical mechanism of this convection. In thin liquid layers which thickness is of the order of 1mm or less surface tension dominates over buoyancy. Thus, the essential ingredient for STDBC is the fact that the surface tension σ is a function of the temperature T. It is conveniently to assume
where the temperature coefficient of the surface tension γ = −dσ/dT is positive for the liquids used in the experiment. If a hot spot is generated at the free surface due to a temperature fluctuation, the surface tension is lowered according to relation (8) . As a result, liquid is pulled radially outward to the region of high surface tension. By continuity, this causes further upflow in the vicinity of the spot. For a sufficiently strong basic temperature gradient the rising hot liquid reinforces the temperature disturbance and gives rise to the primary instability.
Set-up and parameters
In figure 2 The state of the liquid layer is quantified by means of the dimensionless quantities ε and Nu. ε measures the distance from the threshold of primary instability and is defined as
where ∆T cd is the temperature difference in the conductive case given by
The efficiency of the heat transport is balanced by the Nusselt number defined as
whereq and A stand for the transported heat flux and the area of the layer, respectively.
T l is the temperature difference across the layer taking the convection of the liquid into account. It is given by
The reference of the Nusselt number to ∆T l instead of ∆T cd is required since only in this definition the properties of the adjacent air layer are eliminated. Thus, eq. (11) characterizes solely the convection in the liquid layer. For more details we refer to [25] .
Image-processing
To visualize the convective pattern standard shadowgraph technique is applied [38] . The angles between the edges for all cells. To compute the cell area a n-sided polygon is splitted into n − 2 triangles which area is easily to calculate.
The problem that the digitizing routines split vertices with coordination number ν = 4 into two narrowly spaced vertices with ν = 3 and a short edge between them is handled in the following manner. Vertices separated by less then a defined cutoff length are drawn together. This is done iteratively and interactively to preserve the topology of the network. The cutoff length is derived on the basis of the edge-length distribution for every image individually.
This distribution shows for the uncorrected pictures an unphysical minimum at a short edge length that can be identified within an error of ≈ 1 pixel. Its value is comparable to the typical diameter of the vertices. To estimate the error caused by following this procedure some patterns were corrected with the derived cutoff ± 1 pixel. The generally small error gives together with an accounting for the finite resolution of the digital images the error bars in the plots.
III. RESULTS
As discussed in section (I) the present work studies the hexagon-square transition recently found by means of the alternative approach introduced in section (II A). For this purpose we summarize the basic findings of [25] which are necessary to understand the subsequent analysis.
Increasing the control parameter ε in quasistationary manner a pattern of well-ordered With the onset of the primary instability (ε = 0) the liquid layer is tessellated by wellordered hexagonal cells. We find p 7 ∼ 0.01, p 6 ∼ 0.98, p 5 ∼ 0.01, p 4 = 0. The average edge number n is six and the average vertex-coordination number ν equals three. The deviation of p 6 from unity is due to a small amount of pentagonal and heptagonal cells which are unified in the penta-hepta-defects.
At ε ≥ 2 the amount of pentagons which are not bounded in a penta-hepta-defect starts to increase. This development is initiated by transformations of the penta-hepta-defects. A cell-quadruple consisting of the pentagon and the heptagon ("5-7 pair") of the defect and two hexagonal neighbors transforms into a quadruple of two pentagons and two hexagons.
This happens via shrinking and vanishing of a cell edge between the heptagon and one of the hexagons. The result is the formation of a fourfold vertex as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The pentagons of this quadruple catalyzes the further transformation of hexagons in pentagons which align in a double line of pentagons, henceforth abbreviated by pentalines (cf. Fig. 5 (b)).
This rise in p 5 is accompanied by a decrease in n to 5.5 and an increase in ν from three domains. This is a consequence of the circular geometry of the container and of the rather high Prandtl number of the liquid [25] .
The second moment of the edge number distribution µ 2 can serve as a measure of disorder as it is known from the soap froth literature [12, 13] . Therefore it should be suited for describing the transition between two ordered states via a disordered intermediate state.
In comparison to the defect density introduced in [26, 27] the second moment of the edge number distribution offers the following advantage. It measures the deviations from the average value of the entire pattern instead of deviations from the ideal hexagonal lattice.
In this way it handles hexagonal and square cells in an equal manner. The evolution of the second moment µ 2 with ε is shown in Fig. 6 . In the purely hexagonal regime its value is close to zero. With rise of the pentagon number it starts to increase to reach a maximum value at ε = 4.5. After a decrease µ 2 fluctuates around µ 2 ≈ 0.4 at higher ε. The value in the square regime is larger than in the hexagonal state due to a small amount of pentagons and hexagons. By comparing the behavior of µ 2 with the shape of p i , n and ν in Fig. 4 we observe that the µ 2 -maximum separates the states dominated either by hexagons or squares,
respectively. This, in turn, correlates with the state of maximum pentagon number p 5 . The pentagons mediate between both states, thereby introducing a significant degree of disorder into the pattern. The disorder manifests in the existence of various patches of convective cells with different symmetry and orientation (cf. Fig. 3 ). It is detected in an efficient and transparent manner by µ 2 .
B. Metrical properties of Bénard cells
The metric of the entire Bénard pattern
Before we look at the particular cell classes involved we first wish to study the metric of the entire pattern as function of ε. According to table I we plot in Fig. 7 average edge angle, edge length, area and perimeter. The edge angle acts as the metrical measure for the symmetry change in physical space. While it is 120
• in the purely hexagonal regime at ε < 1 it tends to 90 • beyond ε = 5.5 where squares dominate. The actual value in this range is approximately 97
• caused by the presence of pentagons and a small amount of hexagons.
The average edge length increases slowly with ε both in the hexagon-pentagon-regime, 1 ≤ ε ≤ ε s , and in the square-dominated regime above ε = 5.5. This fact is expression of the increase of wavenumber [21, 20] . In between of these two ranges, i. e., with onset of the hexagon-square transition l experiences a drastic increase by 35%. This increase is much less pronounced in the average perimeter π and not longer identifiable in a . The behavior of π is the consequence of the contrary behavior of l and n (cf. Fig. 4 ) which are related to π via equation (5) . π and a is common that their slope with ε is slowed down for ε ≥ 3 due to a growing number of pentagons.
We have seen that the integral quantities l , π , and a of the complex Bénard pattern comprising different cell types depend distinctly different on ε. From that fact one can argue that the ratio between perimeter π and area a plays a relevant role during the evolution of the pattern. To illustrate this we plot in Figure 8 π versus a where ε appears as parameter. Since both π and a grow monotonously with ε, points located near the origin belong to lower ε. With onset of the hexagon-square transition at ε = ε s the points deviate more and more from the dotted line. Thus, in this regime π increases more rapidly than for ε < ε s . To understand this behavior we study next the metric of the particular cell classes.
The metric of hexagonal, square and pentagonal Bénard cells
The SGPN allows to obtain in a straightforward manner a complete set of average metrical The knowledge of the behavior of the l i allows now to understand the course of the integral quantity l (cf. Fig. 8 ). The steplike change starting at ε = ε s is caused by the crossover from the hexagon line l 6 to the square line l 4 due to the stability loss of the hexagons. It is further supported by the behavior of the pentagons mediating between both cell classes.
At this point we want to remark that the information drawn from the Minimal Spanning
Tree approach can directly be obtained inside the SGPO. The branch length distribution and its second moment are replaced by the normalized edge length distribution and its second moment.
In contrast to the different behavior of the integral quantities l and π the l i and π i are related over π i = i l i . So we can skip the perimeter and proceed to study the average cell areas. In Fig. 10 we plot a i versus l i . In parallel we add the curves expected for strictly regular planforms. These theoretical curves are based on the average edge length (cf. table V, middle row). We observe that the average area of all cell types is generally smaller, although in different degree, than that which would be expected for perfect regular cells. Since, at given perimeter, the regular, i.e., equilateral cell is that of the largest area, the deviation from the theoretical curve is expression of the non-equilaterality of the cells.
Let us now first consider the curve of the hexagonal cells. To cover a larger range this curve contains additional points obtained from experiments in the weakly supercritical range. In these experiments nearly perfect patterns with approximately 800 hexagons were achieved.
Since the layer thickness was lower (1.11 mm) these hexagonal cells are characterized by small cell areas. We find them located in the lower left part close to the theoretical curve.
On increasing ε, the deviation from the theoretical curve becomes more distinct. Thus, the hexagons tend to take on a more and more non-equilateral shape in the stronger nonlinear regime. This is in accordance with the phenomenology of the transition which proceeds via successive shortening of particular cell edges.
In contrast to the hexagons the area of the pentagons is always smaller than the theoretical value. This means that the pentagons cannot be considered as equilateral already from the beginning of their appearance. The square cells again tend to become more regular on increasing ε.
In table V we face the relation determined by fitting the experimentally obtained values to the theoretical relation.
The deviation of the prefactors from the theoretical relations increases from 0.4% for square cells to 2.7 % for pentagons. The hexagons are placed with 1.9 % in between. A consequence of the deviation of the equilaterality is that the theoretical relations between edge length and wavenumber obtained for a perfectly symmetric pattern
are not strictly valid for the entire ensemble of cells. Therefore, the translation of the wavenumber measured in Fourier space into side length of the cells via eq. (13) is not longer absolutely correct.
Another consequence of the qualitatively different behaviour of the l i (and therefore π i )
is that π i cannot in general depend linearly on the edge number i (Feltham's law). The same argument applies for the linear dependency of the average cell area a i on i (Lewis' law). However this does not exclude the possible validity of one of the laws in a subrange of the control parameter. In [16] the validity of Lewis' law was found for ǫ ≈ 2.5. Our analysis shows that in the weakly nonlinear range both Lewis' and Feltham's law apply reasonably well. As for soap froth [14] the statistical error is slightly less for Feltham's then for Lewis' law.
The perimeter-area-ratio-criterion
In Figure 11 we plot the π / a -ratio for hexagonal and square Bénard cells. We see that this ratio is always higher for the square Bénard cell than for the hexagonal one. The decrease of this ratio with increasing ε is caused by the increase of the cell size common for both cell types [25] . The π / a -ratio for the entire Bénard pattern walks through the space bounded by the hexagon and the square line. For ε < 2.5 where hexagons are the dominating planform, it follows closely the hexagon line. In a transition range, extending from 3 ≤ ε ≤ 6 it deviates more and more from the hexagon line. In this transition region an intersection between the π / a -line of the entire pattern and that of the pentagons takes place. Beyond ε = 6 the π / a -ratio finally tends to run synchronously with the square line. Fig. 11 consequently supports the idea that the stability loss of hexagons is also substantiated by a more unfavorable perimeter-area-ratio in comparison to square cells.
The relation
can be derived in principle already from two considerations. The surprising result of the experiment, however, is the unexpected high difference between both values. Relation (14) is equivalent to
(cf. table V). The first argument in favor of equation (14) and (15) The second argument assumes that the ideal transition proceeds directly from hexagons to squares. From the conservation of the cell area follows l 4 ≈ 0.93 √ 3 l 6 . In the experiment, however, we find in the average l 4 = (0.80 ± 0.03) √ 3 l 6 leading to
Thus, the square Bénard cell considerably "overfulfills" the relation (14) . The difference between the equations (14) and (15) is of more than only quantitative nature. Assuming the equation (13) for regular planforms, from the two considerations above follows a wavenumber ratio between k 6 k 4 = 1.07 ... 1.15.
The lower [upper] value is valid for argument one [two] . The wavenumber of hexagons should be at least 7 % larger as that of square cells. The side-length-ratio as observed in the experiment leads to an opposite statement: We find that the wavenumber of squares exceeds that of hexagons by nearly 7 %. This result is in accordance with that obtained independently by Fourier space analysis [25] .
To see why the higher perimeter-area ratio supports the preference of square cells we briefly call back to mind the main feature of stronger nonlinear STDBC [39] . On increasing ε the Peclet number P e rises while the Reynolds number remains below unity. Due to the high Peclet number the isotherms are strongly deformed already at moderate ε. The nonlinear redistribution of the temperature gradients leads to the formation of thermal boundary layers between adjacent cells. This scale separation into a macro scale k −1 and a micro scale
) is expression of the asymmetry between up-and downflow and independent of the specific cell planform. While, on increasing ε, the rising hot liquid occupies more and more space of the cell, the area available for the downflow shrinks to a − ∼ πδ where π equals the cell perimeter. (6)). For this purpose we calculate the Aboav-parameter a w from the experimental data via the weighted linear fit m(n)n = c l n + c c . Comparing with equation (6) we obtain a w = n − c l . The validity of the law in our case requires the identity c c = n a W + µ 2 .
Indeed, the mean deviation between both is less then 2%. While until now as far as we know only the validity of the Aboav-Weaire-law for networks with solely threefold vertices has been confirmed, our data support for the first time the applicability to patterns with three-and fourfold vertices. This fact is surprising since the Bénard pattern differs in one major aspect significantly from the usually studied random networks. In the Bénard pattern the cells cluster to cells of the same topological class. This circumstance can be exploited to distinguish the Bénard pattern from stochastical networks like soap froth.
In Fig. 13 we show the dependence of m(n)n on n for three different ε, from the starting, middle and end region of the hexagon-square transition respectively. With increasing ε the curves are shifted towards smaller values of m(n)n, whereas the slope behaves nonmonotonously. In the range 2.7 ≤ ε ≤ 4.8 it increases from 6.5 to 8.5. Beyond this range the slope decreases again to reach at about ε = 6.6 almost its starting value. We remark that the slope is generally steeper than for typical random networks like soap froth or biological cells. In these cases the slope is usually about 5 [15] . The maximal value that we found for the Bénard pattern is n − a W ≈ 8.5. It is close to the value n − a W = 10 that turns out to be a general upper bound for networks that contain exclusively squares, pentagons and heptagons.
A prototype of such a pattern consists of many large patches of hexagonal and square cells, instructive to discuss two plots that display different aspects of the topological correlation.
The first plot (Fig. 14) shows the calculated constant coefficient n a W + µ 2 of Eq. (6) In Fig. 15 the quotient a W /µ 2 of Aboav's number a W as function of the second moment of the edge number distribution µ 2 is plotted. This representation offers an effective way to distinguish the Bénard pattern from a wide range of natural occuring patterns and was first introduced by Delannay [41] .
The area where the data points reside is again confined by two lines. The curve a W /µ 2 = 1/µ 2 results for the theoretical value a W = 1 [15] and gives an approximate upper bound.
The networks compared at the end of [41] are found in its vicinity. A lower boundary is given by the extended HS pattern. This is a pattern constructed like the HS but varies in the ratio pentagons to squares and hexagons. It delivers always a W = −5 but differs in µ 2 . Consequently, the lower limiting curve is given by a W /µ 2 = −5/µ 2 . In parallel exists a lower limit of a W /µ 2 for networks with threefold vertices only. It is set by the so-called topological gas. This is a network without any neighbouring cell correlations. It delivers
As long as there are no fourfold vertices the Bénard patterns stay above this line. With respect to their neighbourship relations they are comparable to weakly disordered soap froth. This case is studied in [16] . As soon as fourfold vertices appear the relations change their character and the patterns are found below this limiting value. We call the regimes above and below the separating line a W /µ 2 = −1/6 ("topological gas") negative and positive correlation, respectively. class. This is typical for soap froth or grain boundary pattern.
D. Finite size effects
Finally we turn to the question whether our statistics is strongly influenced by finite size effects. What is meant by finite size effects? Even for stochastic networks with vertices of coordination 3 only one finds average edge numbers n ≤ 6 for small absolute cell numbers.
The influence of the finite size of the whole pattern on the characterizing variables depends on the absolute number of cells, on the number of edge cells and on the number of unsaturated vertices at the boundary of the pattern. At unsaturated vertices less than three edges meet.
To quantify the finite size effects we cannot rely to existing formulas [43] since they work for ν = 3 only. We see, however, two alternative ways based on the Eqs. (3) and (5) The relative error |∆n/ n ∞ | is always below 2%. Thus, the influence of finite size effects onto the results is weak.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the topological and metrical properties of In comparison to other methods to analyse polygonal patterns in STDBC which were briefly reviewed in section (I) the statistics of polygonal networks offers a series of advantages.
The mathematical technique reduces to simple statistics in physical space. The method can easily handle symmetry changes within a polygonal structure since it makes no use of a specific reference system. It calculates both the topological quantities of the entire pattern and the metrical properties of each cell often not accessible by other methods.
Our analysis shows that the metrical properties of a cell class seem to exert an influence on its stability at given value of the control parameter. A check of this assumption by numerical studies would be useful and desirable. The method proposed is not restricted to STDBC.
Moreover, it is our hope that the paper motivates further applications of the method to other polygonal systems in hydrodynamics like Rayleigh-Bénard convection with strongly temperature dependent viscosity [44] or solutal Marangoni convection [45] . 
